This paper contains a scholarly description of pedagogical practices of the Rutgers Physics/Physical Science Teacher Preparation program. The program focuses on three aspects of teacher preparation: knowledge of physics, knowledge of pedagogy, and knowledge of how to teach physics ͑pedagogical content knowledge-PCK͒. The program has been in place for 7 years and has a steady production rate of an average of six teachers per year who remain in the profession. The main purpose of the paper is to provide information about a possible structure, organization, and individual elements of a program that prepares physics teachers. The philosophy of the program and the coursework can be implemented either in a physics department or in a school of education. The paper provides details about the program course work and teaching experiences and suggests ways to adapt it to other local conditions.
Research in education demonstrates that the success of the current reform goals in K-12 science education depends on the preparation of teachers ͓1,2͔. In addition to knowing the concepts and laws of physics and the methods of scientific inquiry ͑this knowledge is called knowledge of content͒, teachers should be able to create learning environments in which students can master the concepts and the processes of science. Teachers should know how people learn, how memory operates, and how a brain develops with age ͑this knowledge is called general pedagogical knowledge or the knowledge of how people learn͒. Most importantly, teachers of a specific subject should possess special understandings and abilities that integrate their knowledge of this subject's content and student learning of this content. This special knowledge, called pedagogical content knowledge ͑PCK͒, distinguishes the science knowledge of teachers from that of scientists. Pedagogical content knowledge, defined by Shulman as "the special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is uniquely the providence of teachers, their own special form of professional understanding…" ͓͓3͔, p. 8͔, has become a key word in teacher preparation and assessment. Another important idea is that teaching science based on the methods advocated by current reforms is fundamentally different from how most teachers learned science themselves ͓4͔; yet research indicates that teachers, unfortunately, tend to teach the way they have been taught ͓5,6͔. The above arguments suggest that preparation of physics teachers should be a purposeful intellectual endeavor that needs to be carried out by professionals who possess strong expertise in the content area, can apply it to learning of physics and simultaneously have skills and experience in implementing the reformed way of teaching in a classroom.
B. Three pillars of teacher knowledge: content knowledge, knowledge of how people learn and pedagogical content knowledge
In the traditional path to becoming a teacher, preservice teachers are supposed to develop their content knowledge ͑knowledge of the discipline they will teach͒ and pedagogical knowledge ͑general knowledge of how people learn and how schools work͒. They learn the former while taking courses in the physics department. The latter knowledge is the domain of the schools of education. It includes the knowledge of psychology, general understandings of how people learn ͑for example, how memory works͒, how they work in groups, etc. However, in the past 20 years many teacher educators came to a conclusion that the most important aspect of teachers' practical knowledge, particularly for secondary teachers, is their pedagogical content knowledge ͓7,8͔. Shulman ͓3,9͔ describes pedagogical content knowledge ͑PCK͒ as the knowledge of subject matter for teaching. It includes knowledge of students' difficulties and prior conceptions in the domain, knowledge of domain representations and instructional strategies, and knowledge of domainspecific assessment methods ͑see Much has been written about the nature and development of PCK ͓e.g., ͓13-20͔͔. One of the main ideas is that PCK is a personal construct and each teacher develops their own PCK over the years of teaching. Although some disagree that teachers' PCK can be developed during teacher preparation ͓8͔, Grossman, Schoenfeld and Lee ͓21͔ argue that there are some aspects of PCK that can be formed during teacher preparation years. Specifically, programs can help preservice teachers develop their PCK in regard to their understanding of student ideas in the domain and how to build on students' existing knowledge ͑see, for example, the work of Jim Minstrell on facets of student reasoning ͓22͔͒. Obviously teacher preparation can only do so much, and a substantial building of PCK will occur during the formative induction years ͑first 3 years͒ of teachers' professional development. The first 3 years feature the greatest changes to teachers' practice until it stabilizes around the fourth year of teaching ͓20͔.
Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko ͓12͔ suggest five aspects of PCK that preservice secondary science teachers can begin to develop during their preparation. Described briefly, those are: orientation to teaching, knowledge of curricula, knowledge of student prior understanding and potential difficulties, knowledge of successful instructional strategies, and knowl-edge of assessment. Table I shows how the aspects of the model are related to physics teaching.
Three main points can be taken from the examples in the  table: ͑1͒ Deep content knowledge is a necessary condition for the development of PCK. If a teacher themselve does not understand the nuances of a concept, the deep relationships between this particular concept and other concepts, and the ways through which this concept was constructed by the physics community, then translating these nuances into student understanding is impossible. Therefore it is critical that future physics teachers are skilled in the content and processes of physics ͓3,6,12͔.
͑2͒ Understanding of the processes of learning is crucial for the development of the orientation toward teaching, assessment methods, understanding of the role of student ideas, etc. For example, the awareness of the complex nature of brain activity should affect how teachers deal with what is widely perceived as "student misconceptions" ͓29͔.
͑3͒ PCK is highly domain specific; therefore, it is critical that future teachers develop teachers' PCK in the specific topics that they will be teaching. This is particularly relevant in the sciences; the different disciplines such as biology, physics, and earth science have distinct teaching methodologies, curricula, and instructional sequences ͓30͔. Each subject has its own PCK. Several books are dedicated to science PCK, one of them being ͓20͔. In physics many aspects of PCK are explicitly and implicitly addressed in ͓31-33͔.
C. Course work to learn how to teach physics
As mentioned above, in the traditional approach to teacher preparation, future teachers learn the content of the disciplines they will teach in the arts and science departments and the teaching methods in the schools of education. Studies of teacher preparation programs in schools of education find that most of them have one course that prepares future teachers to teach their subject. In science education, teachers of all sciences ͑biology, physics, chemistry, and earth science͒ enroll in the same course, i.e., "Materials and Methods in Secondary Science," which cannot prepare them for the instruction of all the complicated topics of their discipline. In their review of methods courses, Clift and Brady reported that few teacher preparation programs were "preparing to teach distinctly different areas of science, such as physics or biology" ͓͓34͔, p. 322͔. They suggested that more content-specific methods courses where students learn how to teach the subject of their specialization are necessary to prepare high quality teachers. Moreover, the undergraduate coursework in their respective science disciplines leaves future teachers with gaps in their content understanding ͓6͔ and does not seem to prepare future teachers to teach in ways that follow the recommendations of the National Science Education Standards. Many future teachers do not experience the reformed, interactive-engagement pedagogy while learning the content. Thus, there is a need for preservice teachers to reconceptualize the content when they enter teacher preparation programs, not only to become familiar with the aspects of PCK such as outlined above but also to experience how science learning happens in reformed environments.
D. Physics specific clinical practice
If one cannot learn physics by just listening and reading but needs to engage in the active process of knowledge construction, the same should apply to PCK; one can only acquire PCK by actively constructing it in the process of teaching ͑called clinical practice͒. Thus an opportunity to model good teaching with learners becomes equally important for teacher preparation ͓3,7͔. This modeling can happen either in the courses where students learn physics, if physics learning is followed by reflection on how one learned, or in contentspecific methods courses. In these courses, preservice teachers first act as students learning a particular concept or procedure through a method that they are expected to use later when they start teaching; then later in the course they engage in microteaching. Microteaching is a technique where the preservice teachers teach their lessons and their peers act as high school students. Although it might seem that teaching a lesson to one's peers is not the same as teaching it to high school students, many elements of such practice are extremely useful: learning to plan the lesson, learning to choose the resources to achieve specific goals, learning to study research evidence on students' ideas, and finally learning to interact with "potential" students and revise the plan based on questions and comments that come up during the teaching of the lesson. Another way to engage future teachers in reformed teaching is for them to become Learning Assistants ͑Learning Assistants are talented undergraduate science majors with demonstrated interest in teaching; they are hired to facilitate interactive, student-centered approaches in large-scale introductory science courses after they themselves passed this course ͓35͔͒ or laboratory or recitation instructors in the physics courses that follow reformed curricula. In most teacher preparation programs, students have to do student teaching in which they assume some of the responsibilities of the classroom teachers for a limited period of time. This is another opportunity for them to practice this new way of teaching. For both types of activities ͑microteaching with their peers as students and teaching "real" students͒ to contribute to the development of PCK, physics teacher educators need to constantly provide help and feedback to the future teachers and then slowly "fade" that feedback ͑that is, reduce its extent͒ as the future teachers become more and more skilled. Therefore learning and mastering PCK resembles "cognitive apprenticeship"-a process Thus students should learn to represent a particular situation in multiple ways without solving for anything. For example when studying circular motion students are provided with the pictures of three roller coastersmoving on a flat surface, at the bottom of the loop and on the top ͑upside down͒. They need to draw motion and force diagrams for each coaster and write Newton's second law for the radial direction ͓23͔.
Teacher C: To be proficient problem solvers students need to use a clear sequence of steps that will help them acquire the habit of drawing a picture, representing the situation, evaluating their answer, etc ͓24͔.
Knowledge of curricula.
The knowledge of the sequence of topics that allows a student to build the understanding of a new concept or skill on what she or he already knows.
One needs to understand the ideas of impulse and momentum in order to construct a microscopic model of gas pressure ͓25͔.
Knowledge of students' prior understandings about and difficulties with key concepts and practices in science.
Knowledge of students' preinstruction ideas when they are constructing a new concept. Knowledge of difficulties students may have interpreting physics language that is different from everyday language.
Productive ideas: Conservation and transfer of money can be related to such conserved quantities as mass, momentum, and energy. Language: Heat in everyday language is treated as a noun-a quantity of stuff-whereas in physics, heating is an active process involving the transfer of thermal energy. Also, force is often treated as an entity ͑an object has a weight of 50 N͒ as opposed to an interaction between two objects ͓26͔.
Knowledge of instructional strategies to scaffold students' learning of key concepts and practices in science.
Knowledge of multiple methods or specific activity sequences that make student learning more successful and an ability to choose the most productive strategy or modify a strategy for a particular group of students or an individual.
For example, when students learn Newton's laws, it is helpful to label any force with two subscripts indicating two interacting objects ͓25͔; when students learn about electric current and potential difference, it is useful to know that an analogy between a battery and a water pump might not be clear for the students as many do not understand how pumps work ͓27͔.
of acquiring a cognitive skill with slowly fading coaching and scaffolding ͓36͔. Scaffolding is a temporary support provided by the instructor to assist learners; it can be done through questions, prompts, suggestions, etc. ͓37,38͔. The support is then gradually withdrawn, so that the learners assume more responsibility and eventually become independent.
In this paper, I describe a graduate program for preparing physics teachers, focusing mostly on how it helps them build physics knowledge and physics PCK through cognitive apprenticeship ͑there will be fewer details on how the program develops future teachers' general pedagogical knowledge͒. Although this particular program is housed in the School of Education, similar course work and especially the clinical practice can happen in a physics department.
II. BUILDING A PROGRAM TO HELP FUTURE TEACHERS LEARN WHAT THEY NEED

A. Cognitive apprenticeship and PCK
Cognitive apprenticeship is in many ways similar to traditional apprenticeships used in preparation of artists, musicians, tailors, etc. At first, the apprentices observe the expert as he or she models desired practices. Then the apprentices attempt the practice and the expert provides feedback ͑on past performance͒, coaching ͑advice and examples for future performance͒ and scaffolding ͑support during performance͒. The expert slowly removes scaffolding and finally provides apprentices with opportunities for independent practice. However, cognitive apprenticeship differs from regular apprenticeships because some of the processes and skills used by the expert are mental and thus cannot be observed directly. Thus it is necessary to make the process explicit and "visible" for the apprentices ͓39͔.
A similar approach is used in science research groups while training graduate students to become scientists. It is not enough for the students to simply observe other scientists doing their work; they need to understand the invisible thinking processes behind the scenes. At the same time, they need constant feedback when they start engaging in the practice themselves. And since the practice is very complex, multiple exposures in different contexts are necessary for a graduate student to become a scientist. The same is true for a teacher.
The craft is complex and invisible, often subconscious for the teacher herself. Thus to learn to be a high-quality teacher, the person needs multiple exposures in different contexts and the explicit effort of an expert teacher to make her thinking and her basis for decision-making in the classroom visible to the novices. In addition, preservice teachers need to have opportunities to practice the skills of listening to the students, changing their plans depending on what students say, responding to specific student comments, planning what questions to ask, etc., first in "sheltered environments" and then gradually moving to independent teaching. Table II summarizes the opportunities a preservice physics teacher preparation program needs to provide for its students so they acquire PCK through cognitive apprenticeship.
B. Theory into practice: rutgers physics teacher preparation program
In this Sec. I will describe the physical science teacher preparation program at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, which is designed to provide preservice physics teachers with all of the opportunities described in Table II . As with every teacher preparation program, this program is tailored to the specific certification requirements of the state. In the state of NJ all high school teachers are required to have a major in the subject they are teaching or a 30-credit coherent sequence in that subject ͑with 12 credits at the 300-400 level͒ and pass the appropriate licensure exam͑s͒. According to state requirements, there are separate certifications for physics teachers, chemistry teachers, and physical science teachers. A physics teacher needs to satisfy the requirements described above; a physical science teacher needs to be eligible for certification in either physics or chemistry according to the requirements for all subjects and then have 15 credits in the other subject. In addition, every certification program in the state has to show that its graduates satisfy NJ Professional Teaching Standards. If a teacher is certified to teach one subject, they can obtain another certification after satisfying the major requirements in this subject and passing the relevant licensure exam͑s͒.
Because of the above, and because of the research done by the Holmes group ͓41͔ on the importance of strong undergraduate background for teachers, the program at Rutgers Knowledge of ways to assess student conceptual understanding and problem solving and general scientific abilities; knowledge of how to help students self-assess their work and to engage in a meaningful reflection.
For example, physics "Jeopardy" problems in which a student has to describe a situation that matches a given equation are an effective way to assess whether students understand the meanings of the symbols in mathematical equations that they use to describe physical processes and to solve problems ͓28͔. An example of a Jeopardy problem is: A solution to a problem is described mathematically as 0.020 N = ͑0.020 A͒͑0.10 T͒L͑0.50͒. Draw a picture of a possible situation described by the equation and write the problem description in words.
is a graduate level program. The Rutgers Graduate School of Education ͑GSE͒ has had a master's program in teacher preparation for the last 15 years; however before 2001, there was no special preparation program for physical science teachers. All science teachers were prepared together and based on their undergraduate majors they were certified to teach either biology or physical science ͑there was no special certification in physics in NJ at that time, there was only physical science͒. There were no content-specific methods courses where preservice teachers learned physics PCK. Before 2001 there were only 0 to 2 physical science teachers certified per year. In 2001, the science program was reformed. It was split into two: life science and physics or physical science ͑by that time NJ had three separate certifications-for physical science, for physics only, and for chemistry only; Rutgers chose not to certify teachers in straight chemistry due to the absence of a chemistry education expert in the Graduate School of Education͒. Both physics or physical science and life science programs are offered as a 5-year program or a postbaccalaureate program. This paper only focuses on the physics or physical science programs. Appendix A shows the paths one can follow to get an Ed.M. degree and a physics certification at the Rutgers Graduate School of Education ͑GSE͒ and the details of different programs.
A short explanation might help the reader understand the difference between physical science and physics programs. The physical science program leads to a certificate in physical science. The prerequisite for admission is a physics major+ 15 chemistry credits or a chemistry major+ 15 physics credits. Students who receive physical science certification can be hired to teach physical science in middle schools and high schools ͑that involves a mix of physics and chemistry͒, and can also teach physics and chemistry. Students who receive physics certification ͑for which a physics major is a prerequisite͒ can be hired to teach high school physics only. Having the physical science certification not only allows physics majors to teach more subjects, but also allows chemistry majors to enroll in the program if they have a sufficient number of physics credits. Combining physics and physical science programs into one program is natural thing to do as in high school physical science, and even in chemistry, almost 50% of the content belongs to both chemistry and physics ͑gas laws, thermodynamics, atomic, and nuclear structure, etc.͒. However, due to the nature of the program, it attracts mostly physics majors. ͑In the last 2 years only one chemistry major went through the program; her teaching load now consists of one chemistry course, one physics course, and two physical science courses͒. What is important here is that the content of the programs once a students is enrolled is identical, the same is true for the 5-year and the postbaccalaureate programs.
The goals of both the 5-year and the postbaccalaureate programs stated in the program mission are to prepare teachers of physics or physical science who are knowledgeable in the content and processes of physics, who can engage students in active learning of physics that resembles scientific inquiry, and who can assess student learning in ways that improve learning.
To address these goals, the new program has multiple ways through which it prepares preservice teachers to teach physics or physical science. These can be split into three 1͒ be a student in a classroom where physics ͑both content and the processes͒ is taught in ways that are consistent with the knowledge of "how people learn" ͓40͔, 2͒ engage in this way of teaching, and 3͒ reflect on their own learning of physics and on the learning of others.
Orientation to science teaching. Knowledge of curricula.
How their students learn physics and how to assess their learning.
1͒ read research literature on student learning; 2͒ observe and interview students learning physics, 3͒ reflect on classroom observations, 4͒ study different curriculum materials, and 5͒ interpret student work.
Knowledge of students' ideas and difficulties. Knowledge of instructional strategies. Knowledge of assessment methods.
How to actually be a teacher in a physics classroom, how to set goals for student learning, how to help the students achieve the goals, and how to assess whether students achieved the goals.
1͒ engage in teaching or co-teaching in environments that mirror the environments that we want them to create later ͑at first, without planning or assessment͒, 2͒ then add planning and assessment but with scaffolding and coaching, and finally, 3͒ engage in independent teaching that involves planning and assessment.
All of the above.
different categories: strengthening the physics content knowledge, preparing to teach physics or physical science, and practicing new ways of teaching in multiple environments ͑clinical practice͒. In addition the program builds a learning community of teacher candidates as they take courses in cohorts and continuously interact with each other during the two years of the program. What is extremely important here is that the Rutgers program does not end when preservice teachers graduate and become high school physics teachers. There is an infrastructure in place to help graduates continue to interact with program faculty and each other ͑maintaining and strengthening the community of all program graduates͒ and participate in a continuous professional development program. Table III shows the structure of the program for the postbaccalaureate students. The students in the program take general education courses with other preservice teachers in the GSE; physics PCK courses and clinical practice are arranged so that the physics or physical science students are separate ͑in the technology course 50% of the work is with the preservice life science teachers͒. All courses are 3-credit courses unless otherwise noted. Table III shows that there are six physics-specific teaching methods courses that students take. Since it is impossible to describe all of them in this paper, I focus on the similar elements in the structure of the courses in the following section and then describe three of them in detail in Sec. IV. The syllabi of all of them and examples of class assignments and student work are available in Appendix D at XX ͑URL will be provided by the PhyRev ST PER͒. The choice of these three is based on the premise that they can be taught in a physics department.
C. Rutgers program and PCK courses
All PCK courses have a similar structure. The theoretical foundation for the structure is cognitive apprenticeship. The content of the courses is a combination of physics ͑content and process͒ that teacher candidates will be teaching in a high school; knowledge of how to engage students in the learning of physics ͑science and physics education research͒ and how to plan and implement this instruction ͑science education and teacher preparation͒. Students attend a 3-h class meeting once a week. In the first half of the semester they learn physics and PCK through interactive-engagement methods ͑students who learn through these methods investigate physics phenomena with the guidance of instructor and devise and construct their own ideas as opposed to being told about them, for more information see Refs. ͓40,42͔͒. Then they work individually at home reflecting on the class experience, studying additional resources, and writing either about how a particular physics idea was constructed by physicists or planning how they will teach a particular idea in a high school classroom. In addition, they work in groups on a comprehensive project that involves planning a unit of instruction and microteaching a lesson. The groups have two to three students. Each semester each student works with different partners, thus by the end of the program each student establishes working relationships with other students in the same cohort. In the second half of the semester all class meetings turn into lessons taught by the students. The assessment for the course is done multiple times through the feedback on weekly written homework and student projects, weekly class quizzes, and the final exam ͑in "Teaching Physical Science" and "Multiple Representations in Physical Science" courses͒. Students have an opportunity to improve their work as many times as needed to match the desired quality ͑usually the number of revisions ranges from 4 at the beginning of the semester to 1 at the end͒. Although the instructor gives formal grades at the end, they are often very high since all students redo and improve their work multiple times to meet course standards. Table IV provides the details for the courses and relates them to the elements of cognitive apprenticeship. Due to the nature of the assessment in the PCK courses and the intense work by the instructor with student groups preparing their lessons for microteaching, PCK classes cannot have large enrollment. Classes between 15 and 17 students are manageable.
Examples of Quiz questions in different courses show different foci and different levels of PCK sophistication ͑an example of a student's response to the quiz questions is in Appendix D, p. 35͒:
"Development of Ideas in Physical Science;" Week 7 Quiz question 2:
In his book Horologium Oscillatorium published in 1673, Christiaan Huygens described his method of controlling clocks with a pendulum. In this book one can find the following statement: "If a simple pendulum swings with its greatest lateral oscillation, that is, if it descends through the whole quadrant of a circle, when it comes to the lowest point of the circumference, it stretches the string with three times as great a force as it would if it were simply suspended by it."
1 What should Huygens have known to be able to make this statement? Explain how he came up with the number 3 for the problem. Draw a picture, a free body diagram, and an energy bar chart if necessary.
Teaching Physical Science Quiz Week 3 ͑complete Quiz, the first assignment is taken from the book "Five Easy Lessons" by R. Knight͒ ͑1͒ Draw position, velocity and acceleration vs time graphs for the ball that is moving as shown in Figure 2 .
Place the graphs under each other so the reading on the time axis matches the clock readings when the ball passes different sections of the track.
͑2͒ Draw one possible graph that a confused student would draw and explain why they would draw it.
Multiple Representations in Physical Science, Week 4, Question 1 A student says: "I do not understand: what is the difference between E ជ and V? Why do we need both?" ͑a͒ How do you respond to these questions for yourself? ͑b͒ What would you do in class when a student asks these two questions?
D. Nature of science foundation of PCK courses
Although preservice teachers have ͑or are finishing͒ an undergraduate degree in the discipline, many learned the subject through traditional lecture-based instruction and not through the methods that they will need to use when they themselves teach. ͑However, this is changing now that some of the Rutgers introductory courses have been reformed in collaboration with the GSE.͒ Therefore, in all physics PCK courses, preservice teachers re-examine physics ideas via the methods that they can later use with their students. The main focus is on how to engage students in the active construction of their own ideas ͓42͔. In particular, the program uses the framework of the Investigative Science Learning Environment ͑ISLE͒ ͓29͔. ISLE is a comprehensive physics learning system created for introductory physics courses ͑used in college and high school͒ that replicates some of the processes that scientists use to construct knowledge and places a strong emphasis on the tools with which scientists reason. In each conceptual unit, introductory physics students construct concepts ͑ideas͒ by analyzing patterns in experimental data and then testing their ideas by using their own concepts to predict the outcomes of new experiments ͑that they often design͒ or applying their ideas to solve practical problems. When students first encounter a new phenomenon, they use their own language to describe and explain it, and only later, when they feel comfortable with their explanations, does the instructor tell them about the scientific language and accepted models. Curriculum materials to implement ISLE are in the published Physics Active Learning Guide ͓25͔ and are available on public websites http://paer.rutgers.edu/pt3 and http:// paer.rutgers.edu/scientificabilities ISLE uses a combination of inductive, hypotheticodeductive, and analogical reasoning, which are types of reasoning most commonly used by scientists. In addition, ISLE explicitly focuses on helping students learn how to represent ideas in multiple ways; multiple representations become the tools that they use to analyze physical phenomena and develop models. Many activities that students perform after they construct an idea require them to represent a physical process in different ways-sketches, diagrams, graphs, data tables, and mathematical equations-without solving for anything ͓see examples in ͑25͔͒. In the laboratories students design their own experiments without a cookbook recipe but with the help of questions that focus on the process of scientific reasoning ͓43,44͔. In summary, the features of ISLE are closely matched with the guided inquiry-style teaching that the National Science Education Standards ͓1͔ and especially NJ state standards ͓45͔ encourage teachers to employ.
E. Rutgers program and clinical practice
The clinical practice is also organized on the principles of cognitive apprenticeship. Students observe and reflect on the lessons conducted by the program coordinator in the courses Part 1: Preservice teachers act as students and participate in physics lessons that are conducted in an interactive, inquiryoriented manner; they work in groups on questions and problems and present their solutions on white boards. Part 2: Preservice teachers act as teachers reflecting on the learning that happened in class and the actions of the instructor, analyzing them from the PCK point of view. Part 3: Preservice teachers act both as students and teachers by responding to the written formative assessment questions based on the content of the material and simultaneously on the responses given by high school students learning the same material. Even though students act as teachers reflecting on their learning and on the content of materials or quizzes, they do not lead the lessons.
Part 1: Students read original texts written by physicists ͑Galileo, Newton, Oersted, Joule, etc.͒, physics education research papers, textbooks, and other sources ͑which vary depending on the specific course͒ and use them to write a reflection on the process of construction of knowledge. The emphasis is on conceptual understanding, scientific reasoning, and high school student learning of specific topics. Students send their reports to the instructor who provides feedback after which students revise their work. Part 2: Students work in groups planning their microteaching and receive feedback from the instructor.
Weeks 8-14: Preservice teachers engage in microteaching their peers with immediate feedback from the instructor and reflect on their experience.
Part 1: A group of preservice teachers teaches a 2-h lesson to the class; the rest act as students. The instructor focuses "teacher" attention on student responses and asks them to "rewind" the lesson if they did not hear or respond to the comments or questions. Part 2: All students act as teachers. They reflect on the details of the lesson and discuss possible improvements.
Both parts 1 and 2 continue from above. Part 3: Students work together preparing for the final oral exam.
Week 15
Oral exam in which preservice teachers answer questions related to teaching specific physics topics, solve problems, and show interesting physics applications that would motivate their high school students to learn physics.
described above. They plan and implement their own "high school" lessons in those courses under close supervision and immediate feedback of the program coordinator. The also spend 10 half-days in high schools observing physics lessons and interacting with students during the second semester in the program. In addition for the first two semesters, preservice teachers work as instructors ͑either for laboratories or problem-solving sessions͒ in reformed physics courses similar to what physics graduate students would do. One can say that they are TAs except their teaching load is usually limited to one laboratory and/or one problem-solving session per week ͑which is about 2-3 contact hours, plus office hours, grading of homework or exams, and attendance at training meetings͒. The preservice teachers are fully and individually responsible for the learning of introductory physics students in the sections they teach. However, they do not plan their own recitations and do not design laboratory materials or write course exams. These plans and materials are provided for the preservice teachers by the course coordinator. Thus their teaching in the course is a very simplified and sheltered version of high school teaching where a teacher writes lesson plans, assembles equipment, writes tests, assigns course grades, etc. Preservice teachers' major responsibility is to implement instruction in a reformed atmosphere and reflect on what happened in class. This is possible as the physics course in which they teach is ISLE-based ͓29͔.
In problem-solving sessions undergraduate students work in groups on the assigned problem and then present their results to the class on a whiteboard and in laboratories they design their own experiments. The learning environment matches the national science standards and NJ state science standards and provides preservice teachers with an opportunity to practice teaching in ways they are expected to teach in a high school. The preservice teachers also have an opportunity to observe student responses and growth in such an environment. The instructor in that physics course is a physics education research ͑PER͒ expert who is deeply committed to working with preservice teachers.
In the second semester, preservice teachers spend 3 h/week for 10 weeks in local high schools observing high school physics lessons and reflecting on their observations ͑it is a part of the GSE structure for all teacher preparation programs͒. The program coordinator works closely with the GSE official who places the students to make sure that the teachers in the schools chosen for observations practice high quality, student active, inquiry-oriented teaching. To achieve this goal, the preservice teachers are only placed with teachers who either are graduates of the program or work with the program closely. These observations parallel the work in the "Teaching Physical Science" course, which has a set of weekly assignments to foster reflections on classroom observations. Also during this spring semester preservice teachers continue teaching in laboratories and recitations.
In the summer, they enroll in the Research Internship course in x-ray astrophysics. This course accompanies a year-long program for high school students ͑Rutgers Astrophysics Institute͒ who learn how to conduct authentic research ͑in the summer͒ and then carry out the research ͑dur-ing the following academic year͒ in x-ray astrophysics ͑more information about the program can be found in ͓46͔͒. Preservice teachers observe high school students learning physics and astrophysics through the ISLE approach in the summer part of the program and then learn how to access NASA archival databases and interpret photon data to build models of x-ray sources ͑low and high mass binaries, bursters, supernovae remnants, etc.͒. This experience allows preservice teachers to not only watch how quickly and efficiently high school students learn when they are in an environment built on knowledge of how people learn, but they also see the "nature of science" at work and learn how to bring real science into the classroom.
In the fall of the second year preservice teachers do their student teaching internship ͑which is a part of the preparation of all preservice students in the GSE͒. For this teaching internship they are placed with the cooperating teachers who are graduates of the program ͑usually these are the same teachers who were observed by the interns in the spring of the previous year͒. This is both extremely important for the student teaching experience and makes the physics program unique in the GSE. These placements are only possible because of the continuous interaction of the program staff with the graduates ͑Table III͒. Placing the interns with the graduates of the program allows the interns to practice what they learned and avoid the conflict between how they are "supposed to teach" and "how real teachers teach." During the student teaching internship, they plan and execute their lessons with the supervision of the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor. Once a week they come to Rutgers for a course, Teaching Internship Seminar, where they reflect on what happened during the week, learn to interpret and assess student work, and plan their new lessons. In the spring, they return to teaching introductory laboratories and recitations at Rutgers. During this semester, they start interviewing for high school teaching positions. The interviews involve teaching a demonstration lesson. These lessons are planned together with the graduate advisor ͑the author of the paper͒. Because of these clinical experiences at Rutgers, the preservice teachers slowly build their skills and confidence as they move toward independent teaching. This section provided a general overview of the PCK-related courses; the details of two of them are given in the next section.
III. RUTGERS PROGRAM COURSE WORK DETAILS
This section describes two methods courses in detail ͑"Development of Ideas in Physical Science" and "Teaching Physical Science"͒ and provides an overview of "Multiple Representations in Physical Science." Although a great deal of course work is based on science education literature, the "meat" of the courses is PER-based. During the two years in the program, preservice teachers read and discuss seminal papers of the founders and developers of the PER field ͑and their corresponding research groups͒ such as A. Arons, L. McDermott, F. Reif, E. Redish, A. Van Heuvelen, R. Beichner, F. Goldberg, J, Minstrell, D. Hammer, D. Meltzer, and many others. In the Rutgers program these courses are taught in the Graduate School of Education, however all of them can be offered in a physics department, provided that a person in charge is an expert in physics, general pedagogy and physics PCK. An important feature of the course content is that the preservice teachers learn how to teach every concept of the high school curriculum at least twice in different courses, from different angles. They also see how those concepts logically build on each other and how to structure the curriculum so students can benefit from those connections.
A. Development of Ideas in physical science
(first year, fall semester)
Overview
"Development of Ideas in Physical Science" is a threecredit course that meets once a week for 160 min, fifteen times during the semester. The goal of the course is to help students learn how physicists developed the ideas and laws that are a part of the high school physics curriculum. "Ideas" that students investigate correspond to the major building blocks of physics and chemistry, such as motion, force, energy, molecular structure of matter, electric charge, electric current, magnetic field, light as a wave or a photon, and atomic and nuclear structure.
One might question why knowing the history of physics is important for future teachers. There are several answers to this question. One is that knowing the history allows preservice teachers to develop their content knowledge-the knowledge of the inquiry processes through which the discipline develops knowledge. In addition, it might help future teachers develop their PCK. Often student learning resembles scientists' grappling with ideas ͓47,48͔. For example, it took thousands of years for scientists to accept the concept of a rotating Earth. A major obstacle was the concept of relative motion. High school students have a tremendous difficulty with this concept. How might our knowledge of the arguments made by Galileo help us convince our students that one is moving while sitting on a chair in class? Another example is the concept of heat as a flowing material substance. How did scientists come up with this idea and why did they end up abandoning it? What lessons can we learn from their experiences that will help our students understand that heat is not something that resides in the body? These examples by no means suggest that all student learning mirrors the history of science. However, knowledge of this history can be an important tool that strengthens teachers' content knowledge and such aspects of PCK as knowledge of students' ideas and knowledge of curriculum.
In the course, students use the elements of the ISLE cycle ͑observational experiments, patterns, explanations ͓hypoth-eses, relations͔, predictions, testing experiments 2 ͒ as a lens through which they examine the historical process; they learn when this cycle actually worked and when it did not and why. They also examine the sequence in which the ideas were historically developed and determine which ideas were prerequisites for others. The textbooks used in the course are Refs. ͓49,50͔; however students also read original scientific writings ͑for example passages from "Two Sciences" by Galileo; Newton's "Principia;" Joule's "Mechanical equivalent of heat;" Faraday's "Experimental researches in electricity"͒ and physics education research papers on student learning of particular concepts. There are three distinct parts in the course.
Details
Part 1: Individual and group class work. During the first 7 weeks, students work in groups of three to four for about 20-40 min ͓per activity͔ on: ͑a͒ simple experiments and discussions in which students conduct observations, develop explanations and test them in new experiments ͑these activities are designed by the course professor and involve modern versions of historical experiments that served as initial puzzling observations or testing experiments for scientists͒; ͑b͒ reading and discussions of the original writings of scientists in which students identify the elements of the reasoning used in concept building by scientists, and reading and discussions of the PER papers that connect historical development of ideas to children's development of the same idea; ͑c͒ reflections and discussions of their own learning and comparing their conceptual difficulties to the struggles of scientists. Below we present an example of a class activity that occurs in the very first class of the semester.
Students receive a card with the following information: "Eratosthenes was the first man to suggest how big Earth is. Here is a summary of the data that he possessed:
͑1͒ The Sun rises and sets in Syene ͑now Aswan͒ and Alexandria at the same time.
͑2͒ The Sun lights up the bottoms of deep wells in Syene on the day of summer solstice while the angle that the Sun's rays make with a vertical stick in Alexandria is 7.2°.
͑3͒ It takes a Roman legion between 170 and 171 h of marching to cover this distance. The average speed of soldiers is 29.5 stadia/h. Eratosthenes also assumed that Sun's rays striking Alexandria and those striking Syene were parallel."
The students need to use the information on the card to answer the following questions ͑they work in groups͒:
͑a͒ On what experimental evidence could Eratosthenes base the assumption about parallel rays? Explain.
͑b͒ How could he explain observations 1 and 2? Draw a picture.
͑c͒ What could Eratosthenes conclude about the shape and the size of the Earth? Draw a picture.
͑d͒ How could he convince others concerning his conclusion?
After preservice teachers answer questions ͑a͒-͑d͒ working in groups, they record their solutions on the white boards and engage in a whole class discussion. This is when they play the role of teachers and discuss the purpose of the activity, the issues of the continuity of knowledge, scaffolding, etc. Here the instructor shares her knowledge of student strengths and difficulties in this activity and the rationale behind the questions.
The goal of the activity described above is to contribute to the development of four different aspects of PCK. Of course, one activity cannot fully develop any of those aspects but the intent here is that development will occur through repeated exposure in different contexts over time.
(1) Orientation to teaching. By engaging in this activity as students, preservice teachers experience for the first time ͑and these experiences will repeat for the next 14 weeks of the semester͒ how high school students can construct an idea that they knew before as "fact" ͑how big Earth is͒ through a learning sequence that is built on processes that actually occurred in the history of science. As one of them commented at the end of class, "I heard in many classes that Eratosthenes measured the size of Earth but never knew how he did it and never thought that students could do the estimation themselves."
(2) Knowledge of curriculum. To answer question ͑a͒, preservice teachers need to go back to their knowledge of optics. Why is it important that Sun rays striking Earth are assumed to be parallel? In many of their former physics and astronomy classes, preservice teachers learned to assume that the Sun sends parallel rays of light. But why would we think this, especially when taking into account that all young children draw the Sun sending rays in all directions? Therefore, the goal of the class discussion of this first question is to help them reflect on their own knowledge of optics and to connect it to how children learn and how some ideas are necessary for other ideas to develop. This in turn relates to how one might think of structuring the curriculum.
(3) Knowledge of student ideas. High school students have to struggle with the following issues when responding to questions ͑b͒, ͑c͒, and ͑d͒: the relationship between the locations of two cities on Earth and the times of sunrise and sunset at the locations of the two cities on the surface of Earth ͑Earth science͒; the orientation of a well and a stick with respect to Earth's radius ͑physics͒; the parallel nature of the sun's rays hitting both cities ͑physics͒; the relationship between the angle and the circumference ͑geometry͒; proportional reasoning ͑algebra͒; unit conversion ͑algebra and physics͒. When preservice teachers perform the activity, they face similar issues and struggle with them ͑mostly with the orientation of a vertical stick and parallel Sun rays͒. Reflecting on their own progress and what they built on when solving the problem helps them think of what might be difficult for high school students and how they should or should not help. While the physics difficulties of preservice teachers in this example resemble high school students' difficulties, the former are much more skilled in mathematics. Here their instructor helps them see high school student difficulties by explicitly bringing them into the discussion "How do you think high school students will approach the proportional reasoning necessary for this problem? How would you help them set up the proportion? Do they need formal mathematics or can they reason by analogy?" (4) Knowledge of instructional strategies. After preservice teachers complete the assignments as high school students, they discuss the following questions: Why is there an assumption about parallel rays in the handout? Why is asking students to draw a picture a helpful strategy? Why is it important to teach our students to represent their ideas in multiple ways?
There are multiple pedagogical reasons to do this activity on the first day of class. One is that future teachers start learning to question: "How do we know what we know?" When students study geometrical optics in their general physics courses, they see in books that Sun's rays are drawn parallel, but they rarely question how we know it. Next, the activity shows the preservice teachers the importance of appropriate scaffolding. In the activity above students have to think about several questions before they actually proceed to the calculation of the size of Earth. Removing the assumption about parallel rays from the activity makes it much more difficult and fewer students ͑I mean preservice teachers here͒ can complete it. The third reason is that it helps them learn the difference between a hypothesis and a prediction. A hypothesis is a statement explaining some physical phenomenon qualitatively or quantitatively ͑a synonym to "hypothesis" is "possible explanation"-there can be multiple hypotheses explaining the same phenomenon͒. A prediction is a statement of the outcome of an experiment based on a particular hypothesis; thus there can be only one prediction for a particular experiment based on the hypothesis under test. These words are used interchangeably in the discourse and even in textbooks. In their course textbook, the students read: "Eratosthenes predicted the size of Earth." However, his calculation was not a prediction, but a "quantitative hypothesis" that needed further testing. Discussions of these subtle differences help preservice teachers later construct their own lessons and design laboratory investigations ͑for example they ask their students to state which hypothesis they are using to make a prediction for the outcome of a particular experiment͒.
Part 2: Individual out-of-class work. The second part of the course involves student work with the text "Physics, the Human Adventure" ͓49͔ and original writings of the scientists ͓50͔. Each week after a class meeting, students write a report in which they need to describe experimental evidence and the elements of inductive, analogical, and hypotheticodeductive reasoning that contributed to the development of a major "idea" of physics or chemistry using their class notes, the book material, and the original writings. Students need to reconceptualize the material in the book and in the original writings of the scientists in order to identify elements of scientific reasoning: for example, to separate observations from explanations, explanations from predictions, etc. A student sends this report to the course instructor via e-mail, the instructor reads it and provides feedback to the student, who then revises the report based on the feedback. In addition to writing weekly reports related to the material in class readings, students submit a "Popular science report" once a month. They need to find an article in the Science section of the New York Times about some recent development in science ͑not necessarily physics͒ and annotate it by identifying the elements of scientific reasoning such as original observations, a question that developed from these observations, proposed hypotheses, testing experiments, applications, etc.
Part 3: Out-of-class group work and microteaching. At the beginning of the course, students choose an idea ͑con-cept͒ that they will investigate working in groups of two to three for an extended period of time. They have to trace the development of that concept from first observations ͑if possible͒ to the stage when it was accepted by other scientists. They also need to prepare a story about one of the persons who participated in the development of the concept. The scientist has to become alive for the listeners-their family, a spouse, personal strengths and weaknesses, friends and enemies-all of the details that make their human are a part of the story.
Preservice teachers also need to design ͑and teach in class͒ a high school lesson related to one of the aspects of the concept. The concepts for the projects are: electric charge, electric current, magnetic field, models of light, and atomic and nuclear structure ͑transformation of elements and fission͒.
Students, working in groups outside of class, first make an historical outline; then they prepare a lesson that they will teach in class. For example, a group that is working on the history of the development of the concept of magnetic field will teach a lesson in which students develop a concept of magnetic interactions: they observe and devise explanations of the interactions of a compass with a magnet ͑this activity is similar to the experiments performed by Gilbert͒, a compass above, below and on the sides of a current-carrying wire ͑which is similar to Oersted's experiment͒, and finally design experiments to test their explanations ͑using an apparatus that has two parallel wires with the current in the same or opposite directions-similar to the experiment conducted by Ampere to test his hypothesis that a current carrying wire is similar to a magnet͒.
When the preservice teachers start planning their lesson, they tend to focus on the content that they will present instead of thinking about what goals the lesson will achieve. This is where the feedback of the course instructor is invaluable-she helps students think of a lesson as the means to achieve a particular learning goal͑s͒. After the goals are established, the preservice teachers start thinking about how to achieve them. Here again, the main focus of the preservice teachers is what they will do in class as teachers, as opposed to what their students will do to learn. Another difficulty comes later: how will they know that the students learned? What questions will they ask? What possible answers will their students give? The goal of the course instructor is to help preservice teachers think of and plan these aspects of the lesson.
When preservice teachers teach their first few lessons to their fellow preservice teachers, they tend to stick with the plan they devised, without paying attention to the comments and questions of the lesson participants. During the actual teaching, the instructor plays multiple roles: a student who does not understand ͑to provoke a discussion͒, a team teacher ͑to help preservice teachers who are teaching to carry out their plan͒, and the course instructor, who might interrupt the flow of the lesson and focus the attention of the "teacher" on a student comment that might indicate a difficulty or misunderstanding or a possible need to change the order of the lesson. This latter role becomes more important as the program progresses since the skill of hearing what students are saying is the most difficult and the most important skill to acquire.
B. Teaching physical science (first year, spring semester)
Overview
Teaching Physical Science is a 3-credit course that meets once a week for 160 min. In this course, preservice teachers learn in greater depth and detail how to build student understanding of crucial concepts ͑velocity, acceleration, force, mass, Newton's laws, circular motion, momentum, energy, electric charge and electric field, potential difference, current and resistance, magnetic field and electromagnetic induction͒ and of a big picture of physics, how to engage the students in experimental design and complex problem solving, how to motivate them, and how to develop and implement curriculum units and lesson plans, including formative and summative assessments. The focus on listening to high school students and interpreting and explaining what they say and do becomes even stronger. To achieve this goal, preservice teachers practice listening to and interpreting the responses of their peers in class to specific physics questions, read physics education and science education research papers, and conduct clinical interviews with high school or middle school students.
In terms of physics content, the course focuses on mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity, and magnetism in the sequence that is normally used in a high school curriculum, so the preservice teachers see how the concepts should build on each other instead of just being developed as random lessons. The course has the same three components as the "Development of Ideas in Physical Science" ͑although there are differences in what is taught or what is expected from the preservice teachers͒ plus there are two additional components. For 10 weeks, students spend 3 h a day in a high school observing physics lessons and reflecting on their observations ͑this part was described in the Clinical Practice section͒. At the end of the semester, they have an oral summative assessment. Notice that some of the physics topics that preservice teachers work with in this course are the same as the ones that they encountered in the Development of Ideas in Physical Science course, but the focus is different. The purpose of using the same content is to have multiple exposures to the same ideas in multiple contexts ͓31͔.
Details
There are several fundamental enduring pedagogical ideas related to teaching physics ͑PCK ideas͒ in the course. One of them is the language ͑verbal, symbolic, etc.͒ that we use ͑both instructors and students͒ and how this language might help or hinder student learning. Another idea that permeates the course is that students learning physics should have "a taste" of what physics is and what physicists do. The focus on the "outcomes"-concepts, equations, laws-often prevents students from seeing the other integral part of physics as a science-its process. In other words, being able to explain how one knows something is as important as what one knows. The third idea is that listening to the students and being able to immediately respond during the lesson to students' needs is an important ability, but one that is extremely difficult to master and which needs time and effort to be developed.
Part 1: Individual and group class work. During the first eight weeks of the class, preservice teachers participate as students in ISLE-based physics lessons that mimic high school physics lessons, and they then reflect on their experiences. During these lessons, they work in groups on specific activities that involve: ͑a͒ qualitative and quantitative observational experiments, data collection, and analysis and identification of patterns; ͑b͒ devising multiple explanations for the observed phenomena and derivations of equations; ͑c͒ designing experiments to test their explanations; and ͑d͒ designing experiments to determine specific physical quantities. Preservice teachers conduct laboratory experiments that they design ͑this involves planning data collection and analysis͒ as opposed to performing cookbook laboratories in which students follow step-by-step instructions on how to set up the experiment, what data to collect, and how to analyze them, and they reflect on the laboratory handout scaffolding questions ͓43,44͔. In other words, they experience the process of learning that they will later need to guide their own students to emulate.
As students work on the activities, many issues related to their own conceptual understanding arise despite the fact that they have physics or engineering degrees. In addition, in every course there are a couple of students who are not a part of the physics teacher preparation program but are, for example, middle school science teachers working on a masters degree or mathematics educators taking a course outside of their content area. Participation of those students in class discussions is invaluable as they bring more of a "physics novice" perspective, and make statements or ask questions that resemble, even more than those of the other class participants, the statements and questions of high school students. The instructor's actions when such moments occur are discussed in class from the teacher's point of view.
Class activities that resemble high school physics lessons last for about 2 h and the third hour is dedicated to the discussions of different teaching strategies, planning, assessment, student difficulties and productive ideas, instructor responses to their questions and comments, etc. Considerable time is dedicated to discussions of why a particular activity is structured in a particular way, what insights specific questions could provide about student learning, and so forth. Many of the class activities come from the Physics Active Learning Guide ͓ALG, ͓25,33͔͔. The learning guide has two editions-student ͓25͔ and instructor ͓33͔; the preservice teachers use the student version in class and the instructor edition to complete their homework described below. Another resource used in the classroom is the video website, developed at Rutgers ͓51͔. The website has more than 200 videotaped physics experiments, many of which can be used for data collection when played frame-by-frame. Using the videos in class allows the students to see many more experiments than would be possible in 14 class meetings if the instructor had to assemble all the equipment; it also allows them to see in slow motion such simple processes as free fall, cart collisions, and projectile motion, or to see weatherdependent electrostatics experiments. Another resource that is used almost every day is the website with simulations developed at CU Boulder ͓52͔. In addition students read and use other curriculum materials.
Below we show a sequence of activities in which preservice teachers engage as students in class no. 3 to learn how to help their students construct the idea of normal force. After performing the activities, they discuss the reasons for that particular order and possible student responses. The sequence is partially based on the research on student difficulties with normal force described in John Clement's paper on bridging analogies and anchoring intuitions ͓53͔. After this class, students read Clement's paper at home and in the next class ͑no. 4͒ discuss the reasons for activity structures based on the reading. Finally, they take a quiz that assesses their PCK with respect to normal force. The sequence of student learning of PCK resembles the ISLE cycle-they start with engaging in the learning of a particular concept through a sequence of activities ͑observations͒, then devise multiple explanations for the content and structure of the activity, then learn about testing experiments for these different explanations with real students ͑the testing is described in the physics education research paper͒, and finally apply these new ideas to solve practical problems ͑the quiz in class next week͒.
Class 3 learning activities: a. Observe and explain: Can a table push?. ͑a͒ Perform the experiments described in the first column. Then record your data and fill in the empty cells. Remember that the scale, as a measuring instrument, has an uncertainty of measurement associated with it. Class 4 quiz: Notice that the letter C next to the questions below indicates content knowledge. The numbers show the addressed dimensions of PCK ͑1-orientation to teaching; 2-knowledge of curriculum; 3-knowledge of student prior knowledge and difficulties; 4-knowledge of instructional strategies; 5-knowledge of assessment͒.
c. Quiz. Your students are learning Newtonian dynamics and are solving the following problem: An unlabeled force diagram for an object on a horizontal table is shown in Fig. 3 . Sketch and describe in words a process for which the diagram might represent the forces that other objects exert on an object of interest.
You hear one of the students say: "There is a mistake in the diagram, the upward vertical force should always be the same as the downward arrow."
͑1͒ Do you agree with the student? Explain your answer ͑C͒. ͑2͒ Why do you think the student made this comment? ͑3͒ ͑3͒ What activities done in class could have contributed to his opinion? ͑3, 4, 5͒ ͑4͒ How would you respond to this comment in class? ͑1, 3, 4͒.
͑5͒ If you were to test the student's idea, what experiments would you design? ͑C ,5͒
d. Individual work outside of class. Every week after a class session preservice teachers read a chapter in "Five Easy Lessons" by Knight ͓32͔, as well as reading the side notes ͑comments for teachers͒ in the ALG that are related to the class work. They also read the relevant physics education research papers ͑see the list in Appendix B͒. They then combine this information with the activities in class; they are told to "write a lesson plan for a lesson that will help your students master concept X. In this lesson plan make sure that you list student ideas related to concept X ͑use the ALG and "5 Easy Lessons" and the assigned readings͒ and provide questions that will allow you to assess the progress in student learning of the concept, provide possible student answers and examples of your feedback to the student." A template for a lesson plan is shown in Appendix C.
e. Group work outside class and microteaching. Beginning week 4, preservice teachers, in groups of two, start working on a curriculum unit and a corresponding 2-h lesson that they will teach in class starting week 8. The curriculum units are: static fluids, kinetic-molecular theory, vibrations, electrostatics, dc circuits, magnetism, and electromagnetic induction. Each unit takes about a month of instruction. The components of a unit that the preservice teachers have to address are: NJ state standards, learning goals, length of the unit, student prior knowledge and potential difficulties, the sequence of lessons ͑with short outlines͒, the laboratory ͑full text of one 2-h laboratory͒, the final test ͑full text͒, the equipment list, and list of resources. Writing a unit is not easy. Table V provides examples of the difficulties that students encountered in this assignment over the last 6 years and ways in which the instructor provided feedback ͑both difficulties and the feedback are taken from real unit plans and instructor responses͒.
In addition to the unit plan, students write a lesson plan for the lesson that they will teach in class. Before writing the unit, the preservice teachers read relevant literature and conduct an interview of a high school student using one of the questions or problems described in a research paper related to the unit. They also investigate other physics curricula and resources: tutorials, interactive demonstrations, workshop physics ͓54͔, TIPERs ͓55͔, on-line simulations ͓52,56,57͔, etc. The structure of the microteaching is the same as for the "Developing Ideas in Physical Science" class.
f. Observations of high school physics lessons (practicum-). For these observations preservice teachers are carefully placed in the schools where physics teachers engage students in the construction of their own ideas, in group work and in the development of scientific abilities. In the last two years all of these teachers have been former graduates from the program. When preservice teachers conduct their observations ͑10 visits, each visit lasts about 3 h͒ they sit in the classroom taking notes, participate as facilitators when students work in groups, coteach several lessons, and informally interview the teachers about the lessons. Each week they write a reflection on their observations answering specific questions ͑see below͒; if the questions are not answered satisfactorily, the instructor returns the reflection for improvement. They also determine an RTOP ͓58͔ score for one lesson per observation ͑they learn to use this instrument during the Teaching Physical Science class͒. During the Teaching Physical Science class meetings there is a short period of time dedicated to discussion of their reflections.
Here are some examples of the questions that preservice teachers answer based on their observations:
Week 1: What were the goals of the lesson and how did the teacher make sure the goals were achieved?
Week 2: How did the teacher start and end the lesson? Did the beginning excite the students? Did the end provide a "hook" for the next lesson or a closure?
Week 3: What forms of formative assessment did the teacher use? What kind of feedback did they provide? How did student performance affect the continuation of the lesson? Throughout: How did you know that students understood a particular idea or a procedure? Provide 3 examples by quoting what students said or describing what they did and explain how you know that they understood the concept or a procedure.
g. Final examination. The course ends with an oral exam during which preservice teachers need to ͑a͒ present in class their thoughts about helping and assessing high school student learning of a particular concept; ͑b͒ solve a complex physics problem chosen by the instructor and ͑c͒ demonstrate to classmates some exciting physics experiment that they can later use as a "hook" in their own teaching. A month prior to the exam they receive a list of 30 questions related to the teaching of physics that were or will be addressed in the course. For example, "What should your students know about friction? How will they learn it? How will you assess their learning?" During the exam, students are randomly assigned to present answers to two of the questions. The purpose of the exam is to engage preservice teachers in a cooperative preparation of the materials ͑as it is almost impossible for one person to prepare all 30 questions͒. Starting two weeks prior to the exam they meet on a regular basis, exchange their ideas, and share responsibilities to prepare the answers. They use the electronic discussion board and hold their own review sessions. Preparation for the exam usually starts the building of a community that will later support the future teachers when they do student teaching, search for jobs, go through the interview process, and later when they leave the program and become teachers.
C. Multiple representations in physical science
(second year, spring semester)
"Multiple Representations in Physical Science" is a 3-credit course that meets once a week for 160 min. The physics content covered in the course is: waves and vibrations; thermodynamics and gas laws; electricity and magnetism; geometrical, wave and quantum optics; and atomic physics. The goal of the course is to help preservice teachers integrate different representations of physics knowledge into problem solving. Although preservice teachers have used representations such as motion diagrams, force diagrams, energy bar charts, and ray diagrams in the previous courses, here they learn to approach the representations systematically. Most importantly, they write rubrics for the high school students to help them self-assess their work with different representations. ͑A rubric is a table with the cells that describe different level of performance for a particular skill; students can use those to check and improve their own work-self-assess themselves, and teachers can use rubrics for grading. An example of a rubric for force diagrams is shown in Table VI . More about rubrics and how to use them see in ͓43͔.͒ They also investigate opportunities provided by technology to aid students in learning abstract physics ideas. Some Think of what other goals you might achieve. Should students learn how to write experimental results as intervals instead of exact numbers? Should students differentiate between a hypothesis and a prediction? How can "students will work in groups" be a goal? Did you mean that students will learn how to work in groups as a team? If yes, then how can you assess this goal?
Length of the unit Preservice teachers underestimate the time needed for the students to master a particular concept or ability.
Think of how long it might take for the students to figure out the relationship between the width of the slit and the distances between diffraction minima. Will they be able to accomplish it in 1 2 of a lesson?
Student prior knowledge and potential difficulties 1. Preservice teachers expect the students to know particular things when in fact these very ideas should be developed in the unit that they are planning. 2. Student difficulties documented in the literature are missing. 3. Students' productive ideas are missing.
of the web resources that preservice teachers learn to integrate into their future instruction are the PHET simulations from the University of Colorado ͓52͔, Van Heuvelen's ActivPhysics ͓56͔, and NetLogo models from Northwestern University ͓57͔. The big emphasis in the course is the connection between the use of multiple representations in physics and our knowledge of how the brain works ͓60͔. In addition to reading research papers relevant to the weekly topics and using the book "Five Easy Lessons" by Knight ͓32͔, the students read the book "The Art of Changing the Brain" by Zull ͓61͔; part of the class time is dedicated to discussing the connections between the biology of the brain and the learning of specific topics in physics. The course has the same structure as the other two courses described above. For the first 6-7 weeks, the professor models problem-solving lessons; the preservice teachers participate as students and then reflect on the lesson. At home, they write a journal in which they describe how they will help students master a particular representation and devise a rubric for self-assessment. After week 7 or 8, they start doing microteaching. This time the lessons focus on problem solving instead of on concept construction ͑concept construction is the focus in the course "Teaching Physical Science"͒. At the end of the class, students submit another unit plan and take the oral exam.
IV. DOES THE PROGRAM ACHIEVE ITS GOALS?
A. Summary of goals The program described above has several specific goals. The goals are to prepare a teacher of physics or physical science who:
͑i͒ is knowledgeable in the content and processes of physics, ͑ii͒ can engage students in active learning of physics that resembles scientific inquiry ͑iii͒ knows how to listen to the students and assess their learning in ways that improve learning, and ͑iv͒ stays in the teaching profession. A fifth goal is to increase the number of teachers of physics graduating from the program.
B. What is the evidence that the program achieves these goals?
Evidence of learning physics content
For the last 3 years the students have taken FCI ͓62͔ and CSEM ͓63͔ as pretests when they enroll in the first course in the program. The scores range from very low ͑40-50 % on FCI to 30-40 % on CSEM͒ to very high ͑100% on FCI and 90% on CSEM͒. The preservice teachers who score low are usually those who received their undergraduate degree a long time ago ͑"postbac" students͒, have a chemistry major and are pursuing a physical science certification rather than straight physics, have an engineering major, or are students in the five-year program who are taking the bulk of their physics courses in the last year of their undergraduate degree ͑usually these are transfer students or students who decided to become physics teachers late in the undergraduate course of study͒. Sometimes those scores can be as low as 25-30 % on FCI. However, after two years in the program preservice teachers make huge improvements in their physics knowledge. The majority score 90-100 % on FCI and 80-90 % on CSEM when they take them in the last course of the program. Another way to assess their level of physics knowledge is to examine the artifacts that the students create while in the program, such as history projects, lesson plans, unit plans, and course assessments; this allows for a much more thorough assessment of preservice teachers' knowledge of the content of physics. As the same instructor teaches all of the PCK courses, these continuous physics-based interactions allow her to assess their current state of knowledge and their progress. This is a subjective part of the assessment as the artifacts are not coded and there is no reliability check; however, the amount of evidence accumulated over the 7 years of the existence of the program allows me to describe some patterns that repeat year after year. When students come into the program, many of them exhibit the difficulties described in the PER literature, despite the fact that they are completing or have completed a degree in physics or have an equivalent of a physics degree. In addition, their approach to problem solving resembles that of novices-when given a problem they search for equations and when they find the ones that they think are appropriate, they plug in the numbers right away instead of drawing a picture and thinking about relevant concepts, and then deriving the final equation in a symbolic form before plugging in the numbers.
By the end of the program, the graduates become Newtonian thinkers who understand the connections between the net force and the changes of motion of the object; they are also skilled in momentum and energy, electrostatics, DC circuits, and magnetism. In addition, they learn to approach problems in an expert way: represent the problem situation with a picture, a graph, derive an expression for the desired quantity and only then plug in the numbers. These conclusions are based on the quiz performance in the courses in the program and the homework assignments. For example, in the course Teaching Physical Science ͑TPS, spring of the first year͒ and in the course "Multiple Representations" ͑MR, spring of the second year͒, part of the homework assignment every other week is to solve standard physics problems relevant to the unit ͑dynamics problems, conservation problems, circuit problems, etc.͒. In the spring of 2010 in the TPS course on the first assignment for dynamics, of the nine preservice teachers only one person consistently derived the final expression for the answer before plugging in the numbers for all 12 assigned problems. At the same time in the MR course, five out of seven preservice teachers did it ͑the assignment was for electrostatics and had 13 problems͒.
Another source of data are the final unit plans and lesson plans. According to the scoring rubric developed for lesson plans adopted by the whole GSE, preservice teachers need to show an understanding of the content through the choice of appropriate NJ standards, goals, prerequisite knowledge, selection of concepts for the lesson and activities for formative assessments. The rubric scores range from 0 to 3 ͑0-missing; 1-does not meet expectations; 2-meets expectations; 3-exceeds expectations͒. Although the reliability in the scoring is not determined as only the course instructor does the scoring, again, multiple years allow us to see some patterns. For example out of 27 first drafts of the lessons that students submitted during the first three weeks of the TPS course in the spring of 2010, 12 were scored 1, 13 were scored as 2 and only 2 were scored as 3. For the 7 lesson plans submitted at the end of the Teaching Internship seminar ͑fall 2009, a different cohort͒ none of them was scored as 1, three were scored as 2 and another three were scored as 3.
The topic of waves, including wave optics, still presents a challenge even after two years in the program, as does quantum optics and modern physics, as very few students design unit and lesson plans for those topics. The biggest difficulties there are the concepts of coherent waves and the dual nature of photons. The reason is that students encounter the major concepts of mechanics and electricity and magnetism at least three times in different courses in the program in different contexts but they only encounter modern physics and optics once or twice.
Another assessment of graduates' content knowledge comes from their student teaching supervisors and cooperating teachers. For the former, we examined the records of student teachers during the past two years. Each preservice teacher was evaluated 14 times during a semester of student teaching. Because 11 students graduated from the program, there were 154 evaluations available. In each evaluation, among other criteria, the student's demonstrated content knowledge was rated on a scale of 0-3, where 0 is not observed, 1 is not meeting expectations, 2 is meeting expectations, and 3 is exceeding expectations. Out of the examined evaluations, the majority of the ratings were in the category of 3 ͑96͒ with the rest being in the category of 2. Additional data supporting the hypothesis that content knowledge of the graduates is relatively high comes from the interviews of science supervisors of the graduates who are now teaching. They were asked to rate the content knowledge of those of their teachers who are graduates of the Rutgers program. Out of 9 interviewed supervisors ͑there are 11 graduates teaching in these districts͒, 6 rated content knowledge of their teachers ͑Rutgers graduates͒ to be 10 on the scale of 0-10 and 3 rated it as 9.
Evidence of learning physics processes
Progress in the understanding of the processes of science is achieved similar to the understanding of the content.
Below I describe a part of the study done in the fall of 2003 with the students in the "Development of Ideas in Physical Science." There were ten students in the course working on their MS in Science Education+ teacher certification in physics or chemistry. The part of the study described here investigated the following question: Could the students differentiate between different scientific process elements such as observational experiments, explanations, predictions, and testing experiments, and follow the logic of hypotheticodeductive reasoning while reading the book "Physics, the Human Adventure" ͓49͔ and reflecting on the classroom experiences?
To answer this question, first submissions of each weekly report were coded with five categories for the instances when students demonstrated: ͑a͒ an ability to differentiate between observations and explanations; ͑b͒ an ability to differentiate between explanations and predictions; ͑c͒ an ability to differentiate between observational and testing experiments; ͑d͒ an ability to relate the testing experiment to the prediction; and ͑e͒ explicit hypothetical-deductive reasoning ͑if the hypothesis is correct, and we do such and such, then such and such should happen, but it did not happen therefore we need to revise the hypothesis, examine assumptions, collect more data, etc.͒. An explanation was a statement related to the patterns in the observed phenomenon, while the prediction involved using an explanation to predict the outcome of a testing experiment. Instances where students confused ele-ments in codes ͑a͒-͑d͒ were coded as well. Examples of the statements coded for understanding or confusion for the above categories are shown in Appendix C.
Two raters discussed the codes, then coded student work for one assignment separately, and then discussed the coding again. When their agreement reached 100% after the discussion, they proceeded scoring the rest of the assignments. The agreement for those without the discussion was around 80%. The results of the coding indicated that, in assignment no. 1, 9 out of 10 students confused observations with explanations; only one did not make this mistake. By assignment no. 8, none of the students made a mistake confusing an observation with an explanation.
Differentiating between explanations and predictions turned out to be a more difficult task. During the first assignment, only two students attempted to write about predictions and both of them confused these with explanations. In the second week, nine students used these elements and three were successful. The trend continued: in assignment no. 6 of the course, every student was writing about explanations and predictions and 8 out of 10 correctly differentiated between them in most cases. Sometimes, on the same assignment, a student would distinguish between explanations and predictions for one idea and then confuse them for another idea.
Relating predictions to testing experiments was another challenge. During the second week, only two students described what predictions scientists made before performing particular testing experiments. This number increased slightly during the semester, fluctuating between 4 and 9. One student in the first submission of the reports never mentioned any predictions before describing testing experiments.
Evidence of ability to engage students in active learning of physics
In the past two years we conducted more than 40 classroom observations of the physics lessons taught by the graduates of the program. During the observations, trained observers collected detailed field notes and determined RTOP ͓58͔ scores for the lessons ͑10 lessons were observed by two observers simultaneously to develop the reliability of the scores͒. The RTOP ͑Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol͒ is an instrument that allows a trained observer to produce a score for a lesson that reflects to what extent the lesson is teacher-centered ͑teaching process is the focus of the lesson͒ or student-centered ͑student learning is the focus of thelesson͒ ͓42͔. The scale of the instrument is 1-100; a score over 50% indicates considerable presence of 'reformed teaching' in a lesson. Although it does not directly assess PCK, some RTOP categories reflect it. However for our purpose of assessing the ability to create an interactiveengagement lesson, RTOP is very useful as it allows one to document multiple features of the lesson such as organization of the content, depth of questions, the logic of the lesson, student involvement, teacher attention to students' comment or questions, patience, etc.
The field notes show that the graduates of the program do indeed engage students in active explorations of physical phenomena ͑found in more than 70% of the lessons͒ and group work in which students work together in solving problems and conducting and discussing the experiments ͑more than 70% of the lessons͒. The RTOP scores range from 50 to 87 with the average being 75. Interviews with the supervisors provided more information about the climate in the classrooms of the graduates. When asked to assign a score to the classrooms of the graduates based on the statement "students are actively engaged in the construction of their knowledge" ͑score of 1 means not engaged and 10 means very actively engaged͒, the supervisor rated the classrooms between 8 and 10 ͑2 of them provided a score of 8, 4 a score of 9, and 3 a score of 10͒.
Evidence of graduates' ability to listen to the students and assess their learning in ways that improve learning
To help teacher candidates achieve this goal in the course that accompanies student teaching "Teaching Internship Seminar" they have the following weekly assignment: every day prior to one of the lessons they will teach, they need to answer the following questions: What do I plan to accomplish? How will I know that students are learning? What are the strengths of the students that I plan to build on? What are potential weaknesses? After the lesson they need to reflect on student learning, providing specific examples of what students said ͑verbatim͒ during that lesson that showed evidence of understanding. They answer the questions: What did I accomplish? What did student understanding look like? What were their strengths? What were their weaknesses? What would I change in the lesson now?
This assignment is extremely difficult for the students. During the first 6 weeks of student teaching in 2009 only one student teacher ͑out of 7 doing student teaching that semester͒ could consistently show examples of student understanding ͑most left this part of the assignment blank͒. As time progressed ͑and the instructor provided feedback and suggestions͒, all of the preservice teachers were able to give at least one example of a high school student comment that was indicative of understanding. For example one preservice teacher gave the following example of student understanding:
"How did you find the acceleration of the sled?" -Student: "Well, he's pulling the sled at an angle so not all of his force is going into pulling the sled horizontally-so we have to find that portion of the force, which is only this side of the triangle. So we can use the cosine of the angle to find this side, and then use a = F / m to find the acceleration in this direction."
The evidence of the achievement of this goal in those who are already teaching is difficult to obtain, as it requires multiple observations of the same teacher over multiple years. I do not have this evidence. What I have are the notes from field observations of selected teachers, their postings on the discussion board ͑see below͒ and their assessment assignments and assessment strategies, which they send to me voluntarily. From the last two sources of evidence I can say that several of the graduates ͑about 25%͒ use student reflective journals similar to those they write themselves in the program ͓64͔, and many use the system when their students can improve their work on quizzes and get "recovery points" on the tests ͑about 50%͒. A recent development was the invention of one of the teachers ͑a 2006 graduate͒ to make students write "a note to yourself going back in time and tell themselves something they would have liked to know at the beginning of the unit." The following is an example of what a high school student wrote after the unit on energy: I would also hint to make sure that I'm using the correct units and to make sure that I don't have to convert anything to a certain unit. Finally, i ͑sic͒ would write down all the units for each kind of variable I have to solve for. In conclusion, I would remind myself to draw a picture, make a bar chart, solve for unknown variable, and check my units."
In the class of this particular teacher 80% of the students wrote that the note would be either about drawing a bar chart or using a bar chart to set up an equation. The teacher who collected those reflections now used them to help her students prepare for the test. This kind of evidence is not enough to make a claim that all graduates learn how to listen to the students and modify the instruction; much more data are needed here. That is why one of my graduate students is currently working on a dissertation that has a goal of documenting how graduates of the program do this.
Evidence of retention in the physics teaching profession
Before the program was reformed, the number of graduating students oscillated around two students per year ͑zero in 1998, one in 1999, one in 2000, four in 2001, two in 2002͒ with the retention rate of about 60%.
After the program was reformed, the number of teachers of high school ͑9-12͒ physics educated by the program in the past five years and the number of those who remain in the teaching profession oscillates around 6 per year. This is a relatively high number taking into account the very small size of the teacher preparation program at the Rutgers GSE. Table VII shows the number of those who graduated, those who started teaching, and those who remained in teaching.
C. Collaboration with the physics department
There are several programs ͑for example at the University of Arkansas, Illinois State University, and SUNY-Buffalo State College͒ preparing physics teachers in the U.S. that have features similar to those of the Rutgers Program ͑mul-tiple course work that focuses on physics PCK, early physics teaching experiences, etc.͒. What is unique about the Rutgers Program is that it is an Ed. M. program housed entirely in the Graduate School of Education. Two major reasons for such hosting are the NJ certification requirements and the history of teacher preparation at Rutgers. However, the fact that GSE houses the program does not mean that it is the only participant in the process. In fact, it is the collaboration between the Department of Physics and Astronomy and the Graduate School of Education that makes the program successful. Here are several crucial aspects of this collaboration:
͑1͒ The majority of the students in the program ͑about 60%͒ are Rutgers students ͑in their senior year͒ or former Rutgers students. These students receive initial advisement from the Undergraduate director in the physics department. When the undergraduate director in the physics department advising undergraduates senses that a particular student has some interest in pursuing a teaching career, he immediately advises this student to contact the program leader in the GSE; additionally, he himself contacts the GSE coordinator to be on the lookout for this student. He also provides initial advising for the potential teacher candidate.
͑2͒ The Department of Physics and Astronomy provides preservice physics teachers with opportunities to teach in the PER-reformed courses giving them priority over its own graduate students.
͑3͒ Faculty and staff in the physics department are willing to spend extra time providing training for the preservice teachers who are course instructors and holding special sessions on how to use equipment and conduct demonstrations and laboratories. ͑4͒ The Department of Physics and Astronomy supports the reforms in the introductory courses. These reforms might have had an effect on four students who were not originally physics majors but, after taking one of the reformed courses, became physics majors and entered the physics teacher preparation program.
All of these connections are informal and are based on the good will and commitment to teacher preparation. However, without them the true integration of physics and pedagogy would not be possible.
D. Creating a professional learning community
Another important feature of the program is the professional learning community ͓65͔ that it attempts to create. It has been found through research on teacher retention that the first three years of teaching are the most difficult and this is when teachers quit most often. In addition, it has been found that if the teacher has the support of colleagues, then the probability of quitting decreases ͓66͔. Based on those findings and the personal experience of the coordinator of the program, who has 13 years of high school physics teaching, one of the goals of the program is to create a learning community that will support new teachers through the most difficult years of their teaching career. The building of the community starts when the preservice teachers are in the program: they interact with each other during project preparation in all courses, during preparation for the oral exams, etc. In addition, they build relationships with the graduates of the program who are now teachers by being their students during the student teaching internship. They also build these relationships by attending the meetings twice a month that are held for the graduates in the GSE. In 2004 the cohort that graduated in 2005 created a web-based discussion group and, since then, all new graduates join this group to stay in touch with each other. Since the fall of 2004 there are on average 70 messages per month ͑from a low of 15 in the summer to a high of 160 in some months; the number is growing steadily every year͒ on the discussion list, most of them related to the teaching of specific physics topics, student difficulties and ideas, difficult physics questions, new technology, equipment sharing, interactions with students and parents, and planning of the meetings. When a participant posts a question, a response usually comes within 15-30 min from another teacher, and then the strand of the discussion goes on for 5-10 exchanges. The average number of participants in the same discussion is 4 with a low of 2 and a high of 8. The preservice teachers join the group during their student teaching, so that by the time they graduate they are well integrated into the community.
V. HOW TO GET STARTED?
The descriptions we have provided of the extensive course work, the student-student and student-instructor interactions in the program, and the follow-up interactions that occur even after the course of study is completed might seem overwhelming. Multiple courses, connections to other departments, complicated clinical practice-all of these elements make the program such a complicated organism that a person reading about it for the first time might think: "I cannot do it, forget it." This is not exactly the message I want to send. One does not have to implement all aspects of the program to achieve similar results. In fact, the program described in this manuscript is changing constantly. The latest change was that the course "Research internship in x-ray astrophysics" became an elective instead of a required course in 2009. There were several reasons for this change. The goals of that course when it was designed were to let preservice teachers observe student-centered, inquiry-based teaching in action with high school students, as well as to learn the nature of authentic research and how to bring some sense of that research into to the classroom. But now, with so many graduates of the program teaching in NJ schools, the current preservice teachers can observe student-centered teaching in real settings. Also, with the new research being conducted in the Rutgers PER group, the preservice teachers take part in research from the beginning of the program. In addition, Rutgers now is interested in preservice teachers teaching physics courses for incoming freshman in the summer. Due to all of the above reasons, the research internship course became an elective ͑although most of the teacher candidates enroll in it͒. The reason I describe this change is to show that the program is a living organism that changes in response to outside conditions. What is important is that the philosophical aspects stay the same. Several of them can be adopted by a physics department committed to physics teacher preparation and can help students who plan to become physics teachers:
͑1͒ Learn physics through the pedagogy that preservice teachers need to use when they become teachers. This can be done in a general physics course reformed according to active-engagement strategies in which students experience learning physics as a process of knowledge construction. The important issue here is the reflection on the methods that are used in the course and the discussion of the reasons for using these methods in the context of the most important concepts and relationships learned in the course.
͑2͒ Learn how the processes of scientific inquiry work and how to use this inquiry in a high school classroom for specific physics topics. This can be done by engaging students in the learning of physics through experimental explorations, theory building, and testing, and making specific assignments where students need to reflect on how their own construction of the concept compares to the historical development of the same physics concept. In addition, preservice physics teachers can engage in undergraduate research experiences with subsequent reflection on how scientists work.
͑3͒ Learn what students bring into a physics classroom and where their strengths and weaknesses are. This can be done through reflection on the preservice teachers' own learning of specific concepts and mathematical relationships while they themselves are enrolled in a general physics course; they can read and discuss papers on student learning of particular concepts. Later, when they do student teaching, they can focus on analyzing responses given by students who are learning the same concepts.
͑4͒ Engage in scaffolded teaching in reformed courses before doing student teaching or starting independent teaching. This can be done through a program similar to ones that employ Learning Assistants, or by giving seniors an opportunity to teach laboratory and recitation sections with training, feedback, and reflection.
͑5͒ Learn how to plan and assess instruction. This can be done through an additional course offered in parallel to the teaching experiences. This course can be team taught by an expert in physics and an expert in education, or by an expert in physics education research and a "teacher-in-residence" ͑a "teacher-in-residence is an experienced teacher who takes off a year from high school teaching to work at a university science department on course reforms, preservice teacher education, outreach programs, etc.͒.
͑6͒ Form a learning community. This can be done by creating an on-line tool for the students to communicate while they are in the program so they can continue conversations after graduation. A faculty member can contribute to the discussions, but even without these contributions the graduates will be able to support each other.
(7) Be prepared for a long time needed for learning. Just as physicists need multiple courses over an extended time interval to learn physics, our students need multiple courses over an extended time interval to learn how to become physics teachers. Do not expect immediate changes after one activity or one course. My experience is that a great deal of time and effort are needed before you will see changes in your preservice teachers.
VI. SUMMARY
The program described in the paper has been in place for eight years. During this time we observed a growth in the number of teacher graduates, a high level of retention, and an increase in the number of Rutgers physics majors coming into the program. The unique features of the program are the strong and continuous emphasis on physics pedagogical knowledge, ample opportunities for the students to practice newly acquired knowledge, and the presence of a supportive community. Students in the program enroll in six physicsspecific teaching methods courses. All of these courses model the instructional practices that 21st century teachers are expected to implement. The assessment of the teaching practices of the graduates shows that they do implement the knowledge and skills acquired in the program. The program attracts students despite the high cost and with no external funding support.
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APPENDIX A
Multiple paths that lead to becoming a physics teacher through Rutgers. Diagram 1 shows multiple paths to becoming a teacher.
I want to be a physics teacher in NJ through Rutgers In the 5-year physics program, students who are undergraduate physics majors begin taking courses in the school of education in their fourth year of undergraduate studies. The courses that they take in the GSE do not apply to their undergraduate major which they complete by the end of their fourth year ͑independently of being admitted into the GSE program͒. However, they do apply to the required number of credits needed to earn the bachelor's degree. Then, after they receive their BS or BA degree in physics, they continue the program in the fifth year. In the postbaccalaureate program, students already have undergraduate physics or engineering degrees. The total number of credits ͑semester hours͒ that 5-year students take in the GSE is 52 ͑only 30 credits taken in the fifth year are at the graduate level͒ and for postbaccalaureate students it is 45. 
͑1͒
Title ͑2͒ NJ standards addressed in the lesson. ͑3͒ What students need to know before they start the lesson.
͑4͒ Goals of the lesson, e.g., conceptual ͑what ideas or concepts will students construct during the lesson͒, quantitative ͑what mathematical relationships they will master͒, procedural ͑what skills they will learn and practice͒, and epistemological ͑what they will learn about the nature of knowledge and the process of its construction͒.
͑5͒ Most important ideas subject matter ideas relevant to this lesson-describe in detail. Real life connections ͑make a list͒.
͑6͒ Student potential difficulties ͑what might cause trouble͒ and resources ͑what you can build on͒.
͑7͒ Equipment needed, group it into teacher use and student use.
͑8͒ Lesson description: a script of the lesson ͑What is going to happen, what you will say, what questions you will ask, what students will do, all handouts that you plan to give to the students͒. Choose activities that are best for the content of the lesson. Make sure you describe how you will start the lesson and how you will end it ͑to capture students' attention and to have some sort of closure͒.
͑9͒ Time Table- who is going to be doing what and when during the lesson to make sure that students are actively engaged.
Clock reading during the lesson "Title of the activity" Students doing Me doing 0-6 min Homework quiz Writing Checking up equipment for the first activity ͑10͒ All formative assessments that you plan to use and how you will provide feedback ͑e.g., if these are problems-include solutions͒.
͑11͒ Modification for different learners ͑a͒ Compensatory activities for those students who lack prerequisite knowledge. ͑b͒ Describe alternative instructional strategies for diverse learners such as the use of multi-sensory teaching approaches, use of instructional technologies, advance organizers, and cooperative learning activities.
͑c͒ Describe modifications for bilingual students. ͑d͒ List opportunities for students to speculate on stereotypes that exist within the field ͑in this example-the physical sciences͒.
͑12͒ Homework-make sure that it addresses two goals: strengthens this lesson and prepares students for the next lesson. Describe the guidance that you will provide to the students.
APPENDIX C
Examples of student writing coded for specific categories
Coding category
Evidence of understanding
Evidence of confusion
͑a͒ an ability to differentiate between observations and explanations Galileo observed that when objects were dropped from a higher elevation they left a deeper impression in the sand ͑pile driver͒.
Galileo observed object falling at constant acceleration ͑b͒ an ability to differentiate between explanations and predictions;
Mayer explained that the difference between C p and C v for gases was due to the additional work that needs to be done on the gas when it expands at constant pressure.
Mayer predicted the difference between C p and C v because of the work done.
͑c͒ an ability to differentiate between observational and testing experiments;
Joseph Black observed that the heat needed to warm up the same mass by the same number of degrees was much less for quicksilver than for water. He found this surprising as quicksilver was denser than water.
Joseph Black was testing quicksilver and water for the amount of heat they need to change the temperature by 1 degree.
͑d͒ an ability to relate the testing e xperiment to the prediction;
Galileo predicted that the distance that the ball rolling down an inclined plane will increase as 1, 3, 5 units for each successive unit of time. The prediction was based on the idea that objects fall at constant acceleration and the assumption that rolling down the plane is similar to falling.
Galileo predicted that the balls would roll down at the same acceleration.
͑e͒ explicit hypothetico-deductive reasoning ͑if, and, then, but or and, therefore͒
Ampere reasoned that if two currents behave like magnets and he placed them next to each other, then they should repel when the currents are in the opposite direction and attract when are in the same directions.
